Raphaelle Tamura: Nurturing Souls, Building Community
Each day, Raphaelle Tamura lovingly tends to the
physical, psychic, and spiritual needs of everyone she
encounters. As a renowned clairvoyant, spiritual healer
and teacher, she has guided seekers throughout the
world for more than 34 years with the wisdom she has
culled from a lifetime of applying spiritual principles to
daily living.

Clairvoyant Sessions & Spiritual Tools for
Everyday Life
Backed by her profound understanding of the relationship
between one’s spiritual development and the challenges
of managing daily life, Raphaelle offers students and
clients an array of spiritual tools and a focused path of
empowerment through her seminars, teleseminars,
retreat workshops, writing, clairvoyant counseling &
spiritual healing sessions also known as "readings" as
well as media appearances. Raphaelle is also writing a
book about animal reincarnation, the story of how her
own dog has reincarnated to be with her three times in
her one lifetime with the working title, "Animal
Reincarnation: Shanti's Lives.”

A Community without Walls
For more than 25 years, along with her partner and
husband Michael Tamura, Raphaelle has lovingly built a
spiritual community without walls that stretches around
the globe and continues to grow. Additionally, Raphaelle
largely manages Seraphim at Mt. Shasta, its store, its
seminars , its ongoing communication with students and
the public, and media appearances.

MEDIA CONTACT

Raphaelle Tamura
(who handles media inquiries for both
Michael & Raphaelle Tamura)
Email: tamuras@sbcglobal.net
Phone: (530) 941-4136, Pacific Time.

TAKE A LOOK & LISTEN
VirtualLight Broadcast with Host
Sandy Sebgbeer, 2015 (Interview with
Raphaelle & Michael Tamura
Internet TV Show titled, “24th Hour”
with Host Jackie Lora, 2015
Two Different TV Interviews with
Raphaelle & Michael Tamura by Allan
Silberhartz on the Bridging Heaven &
Earth Show (2001 and 2002):
Bridging Heaven & Earth #141
Bridging Heaven & Earth #128

INTERVIEW TOPICS
Raphaelle is happy to discuss nearly
any topic as it relates to spirituality,
psychic awareness and
psychic/spiritual training.
Please note: An interview about
current events, politics or pop culture
will focus on spiritual growth and/or
the event’s role in a larger human
evolution.
Additional suggested topics:
• Spiritual and personal growth
• Relationships
• Animal Spirituality & Animal
Reincarnation (People)
• Life Challenges & Your Spiritual Path
• Near Death Experience (NDEs)
• Psychic/Spiritual Training Especially
for Sensitive People
• Creating a Happier, More Successful
& Aware Life
• Psychic Awareness & Spiritual Path
• Working with the Ascended Masters
in the Coming Times

